Walter:

Well stated. I would offer one revision: last sentence, delete: "...speaks well of..." and replace with: "...speaks volumes about..."

Best regards, Joe

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Walter Lamb
To: e-ORI@dol.gov
Cc: jeff wallace; Joe Franklin; Luke Boudreaux; richard chilton; paul lichtefeld; miles hall
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 8:55 AM
Subject: RIN 1210-AB33

The government continues to exceed their authority, violating the Constitution, and dictating again how we spend our money. We have no choice but to work to defeat EVERY seating elected official in the national government. 

This action or threat is the straw that will prove socialistic activity will no longer be tolerated!!!!!

401K, IRA's or any other retirement source is not designed to prop up the disgusting practice of printing money with no backing. WE CANNOT SPEND OURSELVES OUT OF THIS PROBLEM.

Government waste via pork to buy votes, pay raises to government workers , and Congress not subject to the same laws as voters. speaks well of the arrogance of our congress.

Walter W. Lamb